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About This Game

Men of War: Assault Squad 2 features new single player style skirmish modes that take players from extreme tank combat to
deadly sniper stealth missions. Commanders can now faceoff against opponents on various new multiplayer 1v1 – 8v8 maps. To
truly bring the battles to life though there is the new extreme game mode designed for huge battles on spectacular maps.

This new Assault Squad game brings significant game engine and visual improvements as well, with special attention paid to
ones that were highly requested by the players.

Key features:

advanced multi-core support

advanced shader technology

direct control every unit as if you were playing a 3rd person shooter

interface and AI improvements, including unit kill counts and squad icon information

new multiplayer interface

camouflage depending on season

fully updated inventory items with new graphics and updated vehicles

sound improvements, including voice acting

Steam features, including Steam multiplayer, matchmaking, achievements, cloud, player statistics, leaderboards, voice
chat, Valve anti-cheat, friends invite and workshop

player level up and ranked system

in-game video recording, and much more.

Content:

15 new single player skirmishes plus 25 reworked ones from the original Assault Squad

eight player co-op support and an all new multiplayer extreme game mode

65 multiplayer maps and five gamemodes

more than 250 vehicles at your command

more than 200 soldiers with unique equipment

five factions and various battlefields in Europe, Eastern Europe, Northern Africa and the Pacific

development tools such as 3d model exporter and map/mission editor, and much more.

Deluxe Edition:
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The Deluxe Edition of Men of War: Assault Squad 2 is the most prestigious version of the game. Display your dedicated
support as one of the grandest online commanders with unique interface elements and faster collecting of experience.

Receive a five star general ribbon for your main menu badge

Receive an unique five star general achievement

Receive a special icon for your player avatar visible to everyone during a match

Receive an outstanding HUD element visible while playing and recording matches

Receive a slight XP boost for all factions in multiplayer to unlock units faster

Enjoy the reworked classic in the Men of War: Assault Squad 2 engine:

http://store.steampowered.com/app/274440/Assault_Squad_2_Men_of_War_Origins/ 7ad7b8b382 
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Developer:
Digitalmindsoft
Publisher:
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Really fun to play alone or with friends and the workshop just spices things up. Awesome game. The best ww2 strategy game I
have played.. By far... There's no words to describe the Joy I have attained from the endless amounts of hours poured into this
amazing game, Immersive, fun and overall Just a well made Simulator, With the addition of Editor AND Mods ranging from
Call of Duty to Star Wars it makes a highly enjoyable Game. With the Editor it is very satisfying to see the Work you have put
in Unfold in front of you with small skirmishes and battles, this game is well worth every last penny!. Pretty bad turns into a
shootout way to quick. Tanks make it fun for a while but then it just quickly turns to a slog.
. The controls are absolutely horrible. No unit ever does what you want them to do. Combat itself looks interesting but I can't be
bothered with these absolute horrible controls. i downloaded a mod and a virus was downloaded nearby after and wont let me
play any more
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Lots of explosions. Think of like Building a castle and a house. Company of heroes is simple house, while complex castle is
assault squad 2. Highly in dept game, abandoned by developers. Even tank slop works.. \u041d\u043e\u0447\u044c\u044e
\u044f \u043d\u0430\u0448\u0451\u043b \u0441\u0443\u043d\u0434\u0443\u043a \u043d\u0430
\u0447\u0435\u0440\u0434\u0430\u043a\u0435
\u0412 45\u0442\u043e\u043c \u0434\u0435\u0434 \u0441\u043f\u0440\u044f\u0442\u0430\u043b \u0435\u0433\u043e
\u0437\u0434\u0435\u0441\u044c
\u0412 \u043d\u0451\u043c \u043a\u0443\u0447\u0430 \u0432\u0435\u0449\u0435\u0439
\u0441\u0442\u0430\u0440\u044b\u0445, \u043d\u043e\u0432\u044b\u0445 \u0435\u0441\u0442\u044c
\u0421\u0432\u0435\u0440\u0445\u0443 \u043d\u0430\u0433\u043e\u0442\u043e\u0432\u0435
\u0444\u043e\u0440\u043c\u0430 \u0434\u0435\u0434\u0430 \u043d\u0430\u0434\u0435\u0442\u044c. Awesome game to
play with friends just not recommended for anyone playing on a laptop get a desktop to play your game will play much
smoother.. Not happy with this game bought it last night tryed playing a few maps and most of ammo crates dont have nothing
my troops can use in them all but hand granades .
The mission i find stupid is called Mercuy u get a small group of germans who have pistols u are told to loot bodies so i did then
all fire 1 clip then are out of ammo then next part says find ammo crate did that then no ammo in the crates for any of the guns
iam carrying. The two guns in crates also have no ammo so how the hell do the devs expect u to complete the map with zero
ammo. are some maps bugged out? when the men start they have loads of ammo in the inventory but none which u can use so
whats the point.?
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